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" MOD 80 SERIAL NOS
July 20 2009 at 12:12 PM

paul  (Login botch2007)

HI CONFUSED MINE IS NO 25 AND ITS A 22 BUT YOU HAVE GOT A NO 25 LISTED AS A 177 I HAVENT SEEN ANY OTHER NOS DUPLICATED, DID THEY DUPLICATE :;;;; CHEERS PAUL
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Hi Paul July 20 2009, 7:03 PM 

Welcome to the forum.  
 

The Falke 80 serial no.25 already listed is the one pictured on this thread: 
 

http://www.network54.com/Forum/642127/thread/1241980602 
 

It would be useful to see good close up pics of the serial no. on your rifle, plus pics of the rest of the gun too please. If you have any trouble posting them in the Gallery section just email
them to me and I'll post them up for you. 

 
A few duplicate serial nos. have appeared so far, although the very small number relative to the overall total suggests they are the exception not the rule. 

 
You mention that the foresight protector is missing but it's almost certain that the Falke underlevers were sold both with and without this part, so yours may have originally been in the
state it's in now. 

 
As to value, a lot will depend on condition but also which country you are in and the particular market there. For example, a complete Falke 80 sold for the equivalent of just 60 UK pounds
at auction in New Zealand a couple of weeks ago, whereas another one without a rearsight sold for 220 UK pounds in Germany just the other day.

 
The Falke forum, dedicated to Falke airguns 
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Pics of Paul's model 80 July 21 2009, 11:37 PM 

Here are your pics Paul. It certainly looks like your no.25 is a duplicate of the other one pictured in the link above. Unless you misread the cylinder markings and you actually have a Falke
90 instead of an 80! 
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The Falke forum, dedicated to Falke airguns 
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Barry
 (Login Barrynz)

 Falke Forum moderators

Re: Pics of Paul's model 80 July 22 2009, 3:26 AM 

Nice looking rifle Paul. How does it shoot? 
 Barry
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